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1.1 Abstract:(10 lines)

The VISTA Extragalactic Infrared Legacy Survey (VEILS), is a deep J and KS transient and wide-field survey,
with the primary goals of 1) Establishing the contributions of both luminous galaxies and low-luminosity
quasars to cosmic reionization, 2) Understanding massive galaxy formation at high redshifts, and 3) Using
two independent standardisable candles (type Ia supernovae & AGN dust-lags) to constrain the cosmological
equation-of-state. We will seize the last opportunity to open the time-domain window for extragalactic science in
the near infrared (NIR) prior toWFIRST, and to complete NIR coverage in well-established legacy fields in which
the European astronomy community has invested significant resources. All our fields will have contemporaneous
optical cadenced imaging from the Dark Energy Survey and mid infrared (3� 5µm) coverage from Spitzer. The
result will be a unique multi-wavelength, multi-epoch legacy dataset, ideally suited for follow-up with future
ESO spectroscopic facilities (4MOST, MOONS), that will remain unsurpassed for at least the next decade.
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2 Description of the survey: (Text: 3 pages, Figures: 2 pages)

2.1 Scientific rationale:

VEILS is a deep (J < 25; KS < 24 AB) and wide (9 sq deg; 21 sq-deg when combined with VIDEO) multi-epoch
near-infrared (NIR; 1-2µm) survey addressing three major questions:

What sources are responsible for re-ionising the Universe? Recent cosmological radiative-transfer
simulations suggest that quasars play a non-negligible role in reionization, and that the total ionising radiation
from galaxies alone cannot explain observations of the intergalactic Ly↵ opacity. VEILS will provide the unique
combination of depth and area required to identify tens of quasars at rest-frame UV luminosities of M1500 ⇠ �24
(AB), in order to directly test contemporary re-ionisation models.

When were massive galaxies first assembled and quenched? UltraVISTA has shown that the bright-end
of the redshift z ⇠ 7 galaxy luminosity function follows the dark matter halo mass function, suggesting ‘mass
quenching’ is yet to occur at these epochs. VEILS will robustly determine the bright end of the z ⇠ 6 galaxy
luminosity function, to definitively establish the epoch of the onset of mass-quenching in galaxy formation.

What is the cosmological equation of state? NIR observations of type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) o↵er an
exceptionally promising way to reconstruct the cosmic expansion history as dust extinction is almost negligible
compared to (existing) optical SN Ia measures, and both theory and experiment show the SNe are intrinsically
more standard. With VEILS we will also fully establish and use a new standardisable candle – AGN dust
time lags –, which will independently test the SNe Ia results. A combination of the expected 300 SNe with
0 < z < 0.6 and 500 AGN dust lags with 0 < z < 1.2 will allow VEILS to significantly improve constraints on
the cosmological equation of state and provide an anchor for future high-redshift cosmological surveys.

There now exist many optical extragalactic surveys in the Southern Hemisphere, with unprecedented depths
and time-sampling, designed around wide+deep survey fields (Table 1; Fig. 5). These have opened new cosmic
windows into the distant Universe. VIRCAM/VISTA, via VEILS, is the only survey instrument capable of
extending the wavelength coverage into the NIR for both static and transient science.

The Epoch of Reionization: The epoch of re-ionisation represents a dramatic period in our Universe’s history
when the Universe transformed from a predominantly neutral to a predominantly ionised state. Understanding
this era remains one of the key milestones for many upcoming experiments (e.g. JWST, Euclid, E-ELT). The
depth and area of VEILS has been designed to probe both the bright-end of the galaxy luminosity function and
the faint-end of the quasar luminosity function at the epoch of reionization and thus definitively establish the
overlap between the two populations by connecting their luminosity distributions (Fig. 1).

New results from Planck have now determined the redshift of instantaneous re-ionisation: zrein = 8.8±1.2
1.1.

However, re-ionisation is an extended process and there is mounting evidence for patchy re-ionisation at z ⇠ 6
based on detailed studies of the Ly↵ forest transmission in high redshift quasars (e.g. Becker et al. 2015). Star-
forming galaxies at high-redshift are thought to be the primary sources responsible for reionization (Robertson
et al. 2015) but the process is still not well understood with recent suggestions that quasars may play a
non-negligible role (Madau & Haardt 2015). Indeed, Chardin et al. (2015 & in prep) find that a population
of galaxies and quasars is required to explain the observed distribution of e↵ective optical depths of the Ly↵
forest at z ⇠ 6. Large numbers of bright z ⇠ 6 quasars have been found using wide-field NIR surveys such as
UKIDSS, VHS and VIKING (Mortlock et al. 2011, Venemans et al. 2013). However, as shown in Fig. 1, the
re-ionisation simulations also require a significant population of L⇤ quasars at M1500 ⇠ �24. Measurements of
quasar numbers at these luminosities are still highly uncertain and VEILS will pin down this measurement thus
directly constraining re-ionisation models. Based on the Willott et al. (2010) quasar luminosity function, we
expect ⇠ 5� 50 z ⇠ 6 quasars in our survey area (all at M1500 > �24 (AB))

Massive Galaxies at High Redshift: Thousands of high-redshift galaxies at z ⇠ 6 are now being routinely
discovered using HST (e.g. McLure et al. 2011), but the bright-end of the galaxy luminosity function at these
redshifts can only be constrained using ground-based NIR surveys over much wider fields (Bowler et al. 2015).
At z ⇠ 7 the bright-end of the galaxy luminosity function appears to follow the dark matter halo mass function
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suggesting that quenching is yet to occur at these redshifts (Bowler et al. 2014). However, the brightest z ⇠ 6
galaxies are found to su↵er from strong cosmic variance. Statistical samples of luminous galaxies at z ⇠ 5� 7
over multiple fields, would enable us to accurately constrain the epoch of onset of mass quenching in high-redshift
galaxies. Clustering measurements would allow the luminosity function to be connected with the dark matter
halo mass function, providing stringent constraints on galaxy formation models. We have used the Bowler et al.
(2015) z ⇠ 6 galaxy luminosity function to estimate that there will be at least 800 ultra-luminous star-forming
galaxies in our survey region at significantly higher luminosities than currently explored by UltraVISTA. These
ultra-luminous high redshift galaxies can only be discovered via large ground-based surveys and will be ideally
suited for detailed follow-up with JWST, E-ELT, VLT-MOONS and ALMA.

The selection of high-redshift star-forming galaxies and quasars requires deep optical data blueward of the
Lyman break as well as observations in more than one filter redward of the break to distinguish true high-
redshift galaxies from low redshift contaminants. Thus this science can only be achieved by combining deep
optical data with deep NIR surveys with VISTA. DES now provides the necessary optical coverage. To fully
exploit the depth and area of the DES z-band observations (zAB < 26.5), VISTA J-band observations are needed
down to J ⇠25 (deeper than VIDEO). This is su�ciently deep to separate the spectral energy distributions
of true high-redshift galaxies from low-redshift interlopers. The deep KS-band observations from VEILS will
similarly allow full exploitation of the Spitzer 3.6µm and 4.5µm data in these fields from DeepDrill, enabling
the selection of the most luminous z ⇠ 6� 8 star-forming galaxies where the presence of strong optical nebular
emission lines results in extreme Spitzer colours (e.g. Roberts-Borsani et al. 2015).

The Transient Universe: Supernovae and AGN as standard candles: VEILS will exploit the high sen-
sitivity and wide field of VIRCAM to carry out the first deep extragalactic time-domain survey in the J and KS

NIR bands. The major goals are to constrain the cosmological equation of state with two independent standard
candles: 300 extinction-free type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) with rest-frame I/Y -band data between 0 < z < 0.6,
and 500 AGN dust time-lags at 0 < z < 1.2 (Fig. 3). This will allow us to quantify, for the first time in
a cosmological setting, dust-related systematic uncertainties in the use of SNe Ia to measure the equation of
state of dark energy, w, by using AGN dust time-lags as an independent comparison. Our cadenced deep NIR
observations will also open a new discovery space for optically faint transients, e.g. kilonovae (Tanvir et al.
2013), or those occurring in heavily dust-enshrouded environments. This is the only opportunity to conduct
such a wide-field transient survey ahead of WFIRST or Euclid.

Supernovae as standard candles: SNe Ia are the most mature and well-exploited probe of dark energy, and an
immediate route to understanding its nature. SNe Ia remain highly competitive: when combined with Planck
and BAO results, current SNe Ia samples measure the average dark energy equation-of-state parameter w to
4.5% (Betoule et al. 2014; Planck Consortium 2015) – the best constraint in the literature, consistent with a
cosmological constant. Controlling systematics is the key to future progress. A long-standing concern is the
influence of dust extinction on SNe Ia luminosities – the distance modulus for SNe Ia is typically constructed
in the blue optical bands (e.g. B) where dust extinction is significant and uncertain. By contrast, observations
of SNe Ia from I-band through KS-band demonstrate that SNe Ia are superior standard candles in the NIR,
(Kasen 2006, Wood-Vassey et al. 2008, Barone-Nugent et al. 2012) without the need for empirical corrections
based on light-curve shape or colour. NIR SN measurements represent 5% distance measurement per event
(Mandel et al. 2009, 2011). The corresponding uncertainty for SNe measured in the optical is ⇠7-8% (Betoule
et al. 2014). Furthermore, extinction at NIR wavelengths is smaller by a factor of 4 compared to the optical.
With uncertainties in the colour distribution a dominant astrophysical uncertainty in ongoing and upcoming
SN Ia cosmological analyses, VEILS provides an invaluable opportunity to assess and reduce this systematic.

The VEILS transient survey will provide a measurement of the dark energy equation of state from SNe Ia with
a statistical error comparable to the best present work, with astrophysical systematic errors that are plausibly
non-existent. Freedman et al. (2009) hinted at the true potential of this approach by producing the first
cosmological rest-frame I-band Hubble diagram of 32 objects, and found an r.m.s dispersion of 0.17, compared
to 0.29 in the B-band. The VEILS transient survey will dramatically extend this sample by carrying out the
first blind, cadenced wide-area survey in the NIR to produce a sample of ⇠300 well measured SN Ia to z = 0.6
– increasing current samples by nearly a factor of 10.
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AGN dust time lags as a standard candle: With debates of possible systematic e↵ects in any single type of
probe (Efstathiou 2014, Planck consortium XXIII, 2015), complementary standard candles that test a similar
range in redshift as SNe Ia are highly desirable. We propose to piggy-back on VEILS and the parallel DES
survey to measure the time lags between accretion disk variability and the hot dust response around AGN to
fully establish the AGN dust lags as standardisable candles in cosmology at 0<z<1.2. This builds on previous
low-z work (Suganuma et al. 2006, Koshida et al. 2014) showing that the hot-dust lag-luminosity relation in
AGN is tight enough to make it a viable alternative to SNe Ia and potentially the best relation in AGN.

VEILS o↵ers a unique and, for some time, last opportunity to establish AGN dust lags as cosmological probes for
only a relatively cheap observational cost, given that the only constraint is the cadencing of the total KS band
exposure time required by our other science cases. We simulated VEILS for AGN dust lags, using the current
knowledge and systematics in the lag-luminosity relation. All details are available in a technical white paper
available at http://tinyurl.com/veils-agn-cosmo, building on our previous experience (Hoenig 2014, Hoenig et
al. 2014). We show in Fig. 2 the constraints we will obtain on w⇤CDM cosmology, how they compare to the
current SN Ia JLA sample, and how constraints improve when combining AGN and SNe. Most importantly,
we will be able to (1) address systematic uncertainties in the SNe, (2) cross-calibrate both standardised candles
in about 20-30 objects, and (3) achieve unprecedented low-z parameter constraints given the large number of
objects in the combined sample. In terms of legacy, the AGN dust time lags will provide the much-needed low-z
calibration for future high-redshift AGN cosmology surveys out to z ⇠ 6 (e.g. King et al. 2014, 2015).

Additional Science:

•Galaxy formation models assume a tight coupling between the growth of a dark matter halo and the stellar mass
of its central galaxy, but, at high redshifts, the stellar to halo mass ratio is di�cult to constrain observationally.
VEILS and DES will provide robust photometric redshift samples for which clustering measurements can be
made via Halo Occupation Modelling, and have the required volume to detect high-mass galaxies at z⇠2, an
epoch where tension between observations and models remains.

• VEILS will detect hundreds of groups and clusters at z>1, providing a high-z complement to lower-z optical
(DES) samples, allowing improved cosmological constraints from cluster counts. At z>1.5, only a handful of
clusters are known (e.g. Andreon et al. 2014) and VEILS provides the volume to construct larger samples.

• VEILS overlaps with 21cm H i and continuum surveys with the MeerKAT telescope (MIGHTEE, PI:Jarvis;
LADUMA, co-PI:Baker). With optical, NIR, continuum and H i datasets we will study correlations between
neutral gas reservoirs, star-formation activity, and environment of galaxies at cosmologically significant lookback
times. The radio data also provide independent estimates of star-formation and AGN activity in these fields.

• VEILS, optical DES, and mid-IR Spitzer data, will enable the selection of both unobscured and moderately-
obscured luminous quasars at z⇠1-5 (e.g. Maddox et al. 2012, Banerji et al. 2015). Variability selection of these
quasars will be unique to VEILS, and result in more accurate photometric redshifts for the AGN population.
The VEILS volume will also be invaluable for studying the clustering and environments of these AGN.

• VEILS+DES+VIDEO+Spitzer will produce robust photometric redshifts of galaxies over ⇠20 deg2, with a
drastically reduced outlier fraction relative to studies without the NIR (Fig. 4). The redshift distribution in
these fields will serve as an invaluable prior for the wide-component of surveys like DES and HSC.

2.2 Objectives:

VEILS has two broad aims. The first is to provide a complete NIR dataset of unprecedented depth and area
over well-studied extragalactic fields in which the European astronomy community has invested significant
resources. This will enable a range of extragalactic science, including finding sub-L⇤ quasars that could be
important contributors to reionization, understanding mass quenching in galaxies at the highest redshifts and
a statistically robust measurement of the clustering of massive galaxies and AGN. Secondly, we will conduct a
NIR transient survey using two independent standard candles: supernovae and AGN dust-lags, to constrain the
cosmological equation of state.
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Figure 1: Left: Colour selection of high-z quasars using DES iz and VISTA J-band, showing that true high-z quasars
are easily separated from low-z interlopers in this colour space. Right: Current best estimates for the rest-frame UV
luminosity function for z ⇠ 6 quasars (Willott et al. 2010) and star-forming galaxies (Bowler et al. 2015). Solid lines
denote robust constraints while dashed lines are extrapolations of the best-fit functional form. The uncertainties in the
quasar LF are shown by the dotted cyan region. At luminosities around L⇤, significant tension still exists in the quasar
number counts based on observations (e.g. Willott et al. 2010 vs Kashikawa et al. 2015). The dot-dashed maroon line
shows the numbers of quasars below L⇤ (M1500 ⇠ �24) required to explain the Ly↵ forest observations in the latest
radiative transfer cosmological simulations (Chardin et al. in prep). The depth and volume probed by VEILS(+VIDEO)
is illustrated relative to other VISTA surveys. For each of these surveys, the vertical line shows the J-band 5� depth
converted to a rest-frame UV-luminosity. If the luminosity functions lie above the horizontal line, it means more than 1
object will be detected down to these luminosities in that survey. VEILS will provide the best constraints on both the
bright end of the galaxy LF (red dashed line), and the faint end of the quasar LF (dashed blue line).

Figure 2: Left: Hubble diagram for AGN dust time lags based on our simulations of VEILS. We assume DES griz and
VEILS J and K

S

observations as outlined in the survey strategy. The red thick line and orange error bands are best fit
and 68% confidence interval for a standard ⇤CDM cosmology. Time lags can be recovered out to z ⇠ 1.2 to a quality
that allows for constraints on ⌦⇤ of ⇠6%. Right: 68% confidence contours in w/⌦

M

from AGN, SNe, and combined.
Red indicates VEILS AGN, blue current best SNe sample (JLA), and grey the combined constraints. The inset shows
the marginalised probability distribution for w for VEILS AGN (red), JLA SNe (blue) and combined. VEILS AGN dust
time lags will push the current SN-only constraints from 36% accuracy to 25%.
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Figure 3: Left: Our simulated redshift distributions (N(z)) for the VEILS SN Ia and AGN samples. The simulations

assume 9 deg2 are monitored every 14 days for 6/6.5 months a year for 3 years, down to J = 23.5 AB and K
S

= 22.5
AB on each epoch. The SNe Ia will be discovered and monitored in griz by the Dark Energy Survey, with the critical
(and unique) J-band (rest-frame I/Y ) colours provided by VEILS allowing the construction of a “dust-free” rest-frame
I/Y -band Hubble diagram. The AGN will use previous and new DES optical identifications and combine the DES griz
and K

S

band light curves to decompose the light curves into accretion disk variability (primarily in the DES bands)
and hot dust variability (dominating the observed K

S

band out to z⇠1.2; see http://tinyurl.com/veils-agn-cosmo for
details). Right: An example VIRCAM+DES light curve of a SN Ia at z = 0.39, with the J-band data taken from VIDEO
data. The VIDEO OBs were very similar to VEILS, and thus the S/N will also be similar. VIDEO data were not
time-sequenced – the overlap with SNe Ia like this is purely by chance, and only '15 events have similar data. VEILS
will increase this number to 300.

Figure 4: Left: Photometric redshifts calculated using simulated optical (ugriz) data from DES and Spitzer DeepDrill
data as a function of ‘true’ redshift (spectroscopic or COSMOS 38-band photo-z). The inset shows the histogram of
(z

true

�z
phot

/(1+z
true

)) values. Right: As in the left-panel, but adding the VEILS J and K
S

-bands to the photometric
redshift estimation. A clear decrease in the photometric redshift bias and scatter is seen, with the outlier fraction also
decreasing by a factor of 2.5 at z > 1.5.
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3 Are there similar ongoing or planned surveys? (1 page)

VEILS will probe 0.3-0.4 mag deeper in J and KS compared to the current VIDEO survey and cover an area
>5⇥ that of the deeper UltraVISTAb survey, thus enabling new discovery space to be explored for the study
of high redshift galaxies and quasars. These distant massive galaxies and quasars are inherently rare objects
and strongly clustered. Therefore surveys over single fields (e.g., UltraVISTA) or even a small number of fields
are much more prone to cosmic variance in the study of the statistical distributions of these sources. The
combined area of ⇠20 deg2 from VEILS and VIDEO will be very well suited to studying such massive galaxies
and quasars, while UltraVISTA will enable an extension of these distributions to both lower luminosities and
masses. When combined with VIDEO data, VEILS will also provide complete NIR coverage over the entire
region being imaged at optical wavelengths by DES (and eventually LSST) and at mid infrared wavelengths by
the Spitzer DeepDrill survey.

VEILS is designed to probe the bright end of the high-redshift galaxy luminosity function and the faint-end
of the quasar luminosity function at z ⇠ 6 � 7. The bright-end of the quasar luminosity function at these
redshifts comes from wider VISTA surveys such as VHS and VIKING whereas deeper surveys like UltraVISTA
and HST -CANDELS probe fainter in terms of the galaxy luminosity function.

The planned Euclid mission due to launch in the 2020s, is expected to provide IR coverage over an area of
⇠15,000 deg2. The nominal point source depths in Y , J and H are AB=24 (5�); Euclid will not have a K-
band. VEILS will reach a >10� co-added J-band depth of ⇠24 thus allowing us to characterise the Euclid
sky well ahead of Euclid flying. Given ecliptic latitude cuts, all our proposed extragalactic deep fields are also
unlikely to be selected as Euclid deep fields and VEILS will therefore provide the definitive legacy deep NIR data
over these regions. Finally, due to the restricted observing constraints, Euclid will not be able to characterise
the transient sky as accurately as VEILS will.

In terms of the transient science, other programs to observe SNe Ia in the NIR have been approved. RAISINS2,
using HST/WFC3-IR will individually target 25 SN Ia at 0.4 < z < 0.6 to obtain rest-frame i-band light-curves.
However, RAISINS2 requires each SN to be spectroscopically confirmed prior to triggering, e↵ectively limiting
each NIR light-curve to after maximum light. Our observations probe a slightly di↵erent redshift range, with 12
times the number of SNe Ia, each with the full light curve information at peak brightness, critical for determining
the luminosity of each event. The Carnegie Supernova Project II (CSP-II) and the CfAIR2 (Friedman et al.
2015) will obtain NIR light-curves for a sample of several hundred SNe Ia with z<0.1. Combining CSP-II/CfA
data with data from VEILS will be ideal for testing for any evolution of the SN Ia population with redshift, and
can be used as a low-redshift anchor sample to provide robust constraints on the expansion rate of the Universe.
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4 Observing strategy: (1 page)

Our science goals make e↵ective use of the required long exposure times in J and KS to simultaneously facilitate
the transient science cases by cadencing the observations in both bands.

The static science cases require J-band depths of ⇠ 25mag to distinguish high-z galaxies from low-z interlopers
in combination with the deep DES data in these fields and KS ⇠ 24mag AB to fully exploit the deep Spitzer
observations in these fields and facilitate the selection of both M⇤ galaxies at z ⇠ 4 and galaxies with strong
nebular emission lines at z > 6. Both the SNe and AGN transient science cases will require cadencing of ⇠14
days with per-epoch depths of J ' 23.5mag AB and KS ' 22.5mag to reach the targeted redshift ranges. Both
requirements are met simultaneously, illustrating the e�ciency and e↵ectiveness in combining the transient and
static surveys. The requested 9 square degrees provides the necessary cosmological volume to obtain significant
number statistics for both the static and transient science cases.

All the science cases require availability of simultaneous deep and cadenced griz observations, with single epoch
depths ⇠24mag AB and co-added depths ' 26.5mag AB. These will provide the galaxy catalogues, supernova
identifications and light curves, and AGN variability driver light-curves for lag determination. This leads us to
place VEILS within the footprint of the Dark Energy Survey (DES) supernova search fields (Fig. 5). No other
optical survey contains such deep data over such a wide field. These are 30 deg2 of sky, of which 12 deg2 has
previously been observed by VIDEO. With VEILS we will target a further 9 deg2 in the Southern hemisphere
with cadenced observations.

The per-epoch depths and cadencing in J and KS have been optimised using detailed simulations of SN and
AGN light curves and luminosity functions to achieve the targeted precision on cosmological parameters. This
leads to very similar cadencing constraints for the SNe and AGN of an average of 14 days with the single epoch
depths quoted earlier. This will facilitate the direct comparison of the two independent standard candles.

5 Requested observing time:

The VEILS observing strategy is summarised in Table 2. In J we will observe with DIT=30s, NDIT=2 and
NJITTER=8, and in Ks, we will use DIT=10s, NDIT=8 and NJITTER=6 (480s total). Executing this 6 times
in each OB to obtain a complete tile, gives at least a 960s integration time for 90% of the pixels. Each OB is
then executed twice to give the required depth across the tile (Section 5.1), i.e., to get SNR=5 for a K = 22.5
and J = 23.5 (point source) at 1” seeing, with at least 1920s per pixel. The exposure time per-tile is 3⇥ the
per-pixel exposure, so 5760s. Including overheads, the total execution time is 2h14m (8040s).

14-16 epochs (an epoch every 14± 4 days) are required per year per field for the transient science (Section 5.1).
The ES1 field is equally well observed in both semesters and will therefore require 8 epochs per semester. The
XMM-LSS and CDF-S fields are more visible in the even semesters so the observing will be split into 8 and 6
epochs in the even and odd semesters for XMM and 9 and 5 epochs in the even and odd semesters for CDFS.

Table 1: Summary of VEILS fields together with ongoing/planned optical coverage over these areas. The NIR
depths are 5� AB depths in a 2” aperture.
Field Optical Survey Filters Area VIDEO VEILS Total NIR

E-CDFS DES (2013-) ugriz mAB ⇠26-27 9 J < 24.5,K
S

< 23.5 J < 24.8,K
S

< 23.8
LSST (2020s) ugrizy mAB ⇠28 9.6 4.5 deg2 3 deg2 7.5 deg2

XMM-LSS DES (2013-) ugriz mAB ⇠26-27 9 J < 24.5,K
S

< 23.5 J < 24.8,K
S

< 23.8
HSC (2013-) grizy mAB ⇠25-27 5.3 4.5 deg2 3 deg2 7.5 deg2

LSST (2020s) ugrizy mAB ⇠28 9.6
ELAIS-S1 DES (2013-) ugriz mAB ⇠26-27 6 J < 24.5,K

S

< 23.5 J < 24.9,K
S

< 23.9
LSST (2020s) ugrizy mAB ⇠28 9.6 3 deg2 3 deg2 6 deg2
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Figure 5: Location of the VEILS fields relative to the optical Dark Energy Survey (DES) and existing NIR data
from VIDEO. Spitzer data from the SERVS and DeepDrill surveys essentially covers a 9.6 deg2 circle centred
on these fields providing a complete overlap with the VEILS(+VIDEO) area.

Table 2: Summary of observing strategy.
Field Ntiles Filters DIT⇥NDIT NJITTER Nexp Nepochs

over 3 years
CDFS 2 J 30s⇥2 8 2 42
ES1 2 J 30s⇥2 8 2 48
XMM 2 J 30s⇥2 8 2 42
CDFS 2 Ks 10s⇥8 6 2 42
ES1 2 Ks 10s⇥8 6 2 48
XMM 2 Ks 10s⇥8 6 2 42

The breakdown per semester is shown in Table 3. J-band observations can be carried out in grey time while
KS-band observations can be carried out in bright time.

VEILS will continue this strategy over three years. The total time request is therefore for 131 nights.

The cumulative exposure time per pixel at the end of the survey will be 22.4h and 25.6h in J and KS .

Table 3: Semester by semester breakdown of observing time.
Periods Total Time Science exp. Overheads Mean RA Moon
(98-103) inc. all overheads (n) time (n) time (n)
P98 24.8n 17.8n 7n 2.2h grey/bright
P99 18.8n 13.6n 5.2n 1.9h grey/bright
P100 24.8n 17.8n 7n 2.2h grey/bright
P101 18.8n 13.6n 5.2n 1.9h grey/bright
P102 24.8n 17.8n 7n 2.2h grey/bright
P103 18.8n 13.6n 5.2n 1.9h grey/bright
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5.1 Time justification: (1 page)

The transient survey single-epoch depths have been calculated based on the requirements for the SNe Ia (J-
band) and the AGN dust lag measurements (KS-band). Our goal is to observe 300 SNe Ia over 0 < z < 0.6 in
the NIR to construct a rest-frame I/Y -band Hubble diagram. This matches the number of spectroscopically
confirmed SNe Ia available over the same redshift range in the optical, and thus provides an excellent comparison
sample to assess the fidelity of the optical-based cosmological constraints. The redshift range is chosen to bridge
the abundant z < 0.1 measurements (CSP, CfAIR2) and the RAISINS z >0.5 HST data, in the same way that
optical SN Ia surveys link to rest-frame optical HST measurements at z > 1 (Riess et al. 2007). We calculate
that observing 9 deg2 for 3 years (6-7 months per year) will provide this sample. All the SNe will lie in the DES
SN fields and be discovered by DES (Kessler et al. 2015), and thus also have high-quality griz optical light
curves (Bernstein et al. 2012).

A rest-frame I/Y -band Hubble diagram corresponds to observer-frame J-band out to z=0.5. The average peak
apparent AB magnitude of an SN Ia is J=23.3 at z=0.5. From the ESO exposure time calculator, a 1920s
exposure with VIRCAM will result in a S/N of >5 in J for a SN at z=0.5 (assuming seeing of 1.0 arcsec and
airmass 1.2); each epoch in VEILS must therefore reach this depth. These numbers are consistent with the few
SNe Ia for which we have data from VIDEO. We require data every 10 d rest-frame (14 d at z = 0.5) in order
to reliably measure a SN optical-NIR colour within 5 rest-frame days of the peak brightness, and sample the
rise and fall of the light curve in the NIR.

Establishing AGN dust time lags as new and independent standard candles is an innovative aspect of the
proposal, with high potential. Given the risks involved, we have designed the experiment to piggy-back on
the static KS science cases by cadencing the total request to achieve the co-added depths necessary for the
high-redshift and galaxy evolution science. Our immediate goals are to be able to test possible systematic
uncertainties in current low-z standard candles, and to be able to significantly improve constraints on w⇤CDM
when combined with SNe Ia. In addition, the AGN dust time lags will serve as the low-z calibration for future
high-z AGN cosmology surveys. We carried out AGN variability simulations (see http://tinyurl.com/veils-agn-
cosmo) to predict the cosmological parameter constraints and optimise for best accuracy at minimum time
request. From the simulations, we conclude that we need to build a Hubble diagram in the range of 0 < z < 1.2
with 400�500 recoverable time lags (see Fig. 2). Per-epoch depths of KS = 22.5 mag AB (5�; point-source) are
required over 9 deg2 to achieve this goal. This results in VIRCAM exposure times of 1920s per epoch, similar to
the J-band. Repeat visits have to be carried out every 14 days in the observer frame for 3 years (with seasonal
gaps) in order to recover enough time lags reliably in the probed luminosity range.

The co-added depth in the J-band in the transient survey region is J < 25.2 (5�; point-source) which is deep
enough to separate high-z galaxies from low-z contaminants down to the full DES depth of zAB < 26.5. The
co-added KS-band depth in the transient survey region is KS < 23.8 � 23.9 (5�; 2” aperture) which is deep
enough to detect galaxies at z ⇠ 4 that lie below M⇤ in the mass function and well matched to the depths of
the Spitzer DeepDrill survey at 3.6 and 4.5µm in the same fields.
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6 Data management plan: (3 pages)

6.1 Team members:

Table 4: The VEILS consortium team members.

Name Function A�liation Country
M. Banerji PI & OB Preparation Cambridge UK
S. Hoenig Co-PI & OB Preparation Southampton UK
M. Jarvis OB Preparation Oxford UK
CASU (VDFS) Pipeline Processing Cambridge UK
CASU (VDFS) Data Quality Control I Cambridge UK
CASU + WFAU (VDFS) ESO Phase 3 Delivery Cambridge, Edinburgh UK
E. Gonzalez-Solares Data Quality Control II Cambridge UK
M. Jarvis, R. Bowler Frame Stack Oxford UK
M. Jarvis, R. Bowler Final Stacked Catalogue Production Oxford UK
M. Banerji, A. Muzzin Final Stacked Catalogue Production Cambridge UK
S. Hoenig, M. Sullivan Single Epoch Catalogue Production Southampton UK
S. Hoenig, B. Boulderstone AGN Light Curves Southampton UK
M. Sullivan, M. Smith SN Light Curves Southampton UK
M. Banerji, A. Schooneveld DES-VEILS Catalogue Production Cambridge UK
J. Greene, M. Strauss HSC-VEILS Catalogue Production Princeton USA
M. Banerji, A. Muzzin, M. Jarvis Galaxy Photometric Redshifts Cambridge, Oxford UK
M. Salvato AGN Photometric Redshifts MPE DE
C. Lidman OzDES-VEILS Catalogue Production AAO AUS
M. Lacy Spitzer-VEILS Catalogue Production NRAO USA
J. Aird, W. Brandt X-ray-VEILS Catalogues Cambridge, Penn State UK, USA
M. Bremer, K. Romer XMM-VEILS Synergy Sussex, Bristol UK
S. Oliver Herschel-VEILS Catalogues Sussex UK
A. Merloni, R. McMahon 4MOST-VEILS Synergy MPE, Cambridge DE,UK
M. Cirasuolo, R. Maiolino MOONS-VEILS Synergy ESO, Cambridge DE,UK
A. Baker, N. Maddox MeerKAT-VEILS Synergy Rutgers, ASTRON USA,NL
M. Jarvis LSST-VEILS Synergy Oxford UK
R. Ivison ALMA Synergy ESO DE
A. Verma E-ELT Synergy Oxford UK

6.2 Detailed responsibilities of the team: (1 page)

The PI and co-PI are responsible for overseeing the project, co-ordinating data reduction and scientific ex-
ploitation within the team and ensuring that Phase 3 data products are delivered to the ESO archive. The
observation planning team will be led by the PI (Banerji; VHS Survey Scientist) and Jarvis (VIDEO PI) while
the planning for the transient survey will be led by co-PI Hoenig and Sullivan. Together they have extensive
experience in the generation of VISTA OBs using the Survey Area Definition Tool (SADT) and P2PP for the
current VISTA public surveys. The Cambridge Astronomy Survey Unit (CASU) are responsible for pipeline
processing, and CASU and the Wide-Field Astronomy Unit (WFAU) at Edinburgh for the creation of a science
archive for internal collaboration use.

Gonzalez-Solares will be responsible for monitoring survey progress and checking data quality using a local Data
Quality Control (DQC) database that has already been created in Cambridge and is being used for current VST
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(ATLAS) and VISTA (VHS, VIKING) public survey DQC. Stacking of individual frames will be carried out in
Oxford using infrastructure developed for the VIDEO survey. Full scientific validation of the catalogues will be
undertaken as part of final catalogue production by independent teams in Cambridge, Oxford and Southampton.

In particular, the Southampton team led by Hoenig and Sullivan are responsible for producing single-epoch
catalogues and light curves. Combining the NIR data with other multi-wavelength surveys will also form a key
component of the data curation process and will be led by the individuals listed in Table 4. This will include
production of combined optical+NIR light curves for the transient component of the survey.

6.3 Data reduction and quality control plan: (1 page)

Data reduction will be carried out using the VISTA Data Flow System (VDFS) and augmented by Banerji,
Bowler, Jarvis and Muzzin. The team have extensive experience with wide-field NIR VISTA data and have pro-
duced photometric catalogues for the VHS, VIDEO and UltraVISTA surveys. Data reduction for the transient
component of the survey will be carried out by Hoenig, Sullivan and Smith. Pipelines for producing combined
optical+NIR light curves have already been developed and tested using existing DES and VIDEO data.

Note that our primary science goals do not require real-time or rapid access to the VISTA data. All our transient
sources will be initially detected in DES data, with the J and KS-band light curves measured after ingestion
to CASU. However, we will be interested in exploring the practicalities of such real-time data access if this is
of interest to ESO or the community.

6.3.1 Pipeline Processing:

The Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit (CASU) are responsible for the VDFS pipeline processing component
which has been designed for VISTA imaging and scientifically verified by processing data from all the current
VISTA public surveys and all the PI surveys using VISTA. The standard processing includes instrumental sig-
nature removal - bias, non-linearity, dark, flatfielding, destriping, sky background removal and homogenisation
during image stacking and mosaicking. The standard catalogues that are generated include astrometric, photo-
metric, shape and DQC information. These catalogues are used for astrometric calibration performed through
an appropriate World Coordinate System (WCS) and photometric calibration from 2MASS recorded in all FITS
headers. Systematics over the full field-of-view are controlled by stacking both astrometric and photometric
residuals on a monthly cycle corresponding to the flatfield and linearity updates. CASU also provide propa-
gated image error arrays via confidence maps, realistic errors on selected derived parameters, nightly extinction
measurements via photometric zeropoint sequences in relevant passbands, pipeline software version control and
processing history including calibration files all recorded in the FITS headers together with the final assigned
ESO grades.
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6.4 Expected data products and timeline for delivery: (2 pages)

VEILS is a diverse survey with both static and time-domain aspects. Therefore, several types and levels of data
products will need to be delivered. Our main data products will be:

• Level 1 data package: Our lowest level data products will consist of fully reduced tile images at both
wavebands for each epoch. Processing will start at the raw data frames and include instrumental
corrections for each paw print, combination of the dithered images and standard calibration (flat field-
ing and dark correction). The images will be supplied with the full-tile calibration data as well as
statistical confidence maps for each tile. Header keywords will be propagated from the raw files and
amended with calibration information. Data Quality Control information will be provided in text files and
as FITS header keywords. We will also provide quality control information detailing weather conditions
e.g. seeing, sky background, noise properties and information from the reduction pipeline e.g. limiting
magnitudes for each tile.

• Level 2 image package: The intermediate-level data products will primarily contain the stacked images
for each tile obtained from the Level 1 data, by aligning and combining all individual epochs. Along
with these images, we will provide exposure time maps and statistical confidence maps.

• Level 3 science products: The highest level products will mostly consist of catalogues formed from the
level 1 and 2 data by using imaging analysis techniques.

Level 3a: For the static/stacked images, we will provide band-merged source catalogues in the
J and KS bands and aperture-matched photometry with standard isophotal parameters, model
profile fitted parameters, object morphological classifications, etc. We will also provide frame associations
yielding a survey field system as the reference.

Level 3b: For the time domain survey, we will use the individual epochs and provide a variability cat-
alogue of sources within our fields, including photometric variation characteristics, variability detection
confidence, and classification. In addition, we will make the full light curves (i.e. seamless, merged,
multi-colour, multi-epoch source catalogues) available for transient/variability studies.

• Multi-wavelength catalogues: We will provide matched catalogues of VEILS with the other multi-wavelength
surveys in these fields with the data release timeline for these products dependent on the data release time-
lines of the ancillary surveys. The first public data release for DES is expected in 2018 (halfway through
VEILS) and the final DES public data release is expected in 2020 (after the end of VEILS; see attached
letter from Director of DES). The first public data release for HSC is scheduled for 20171 and the first
public data release for Spitzer DeepDrill is expected in September 2017 (M. Lacy: private communica-
tion). We will provide PSF-matched catalogues and photometry from DES/HSC, VEILS and DeepDrill
and where possible include matches to X-ray, far infrared (Herschel), radio and spectroscopic datasets,
that are already public. Key individuals from each of the relevant surveys are members of our team and
are listed in Table 4. VEILS when combined with this full suite of multi-wavelength data, will therefore
be of enormous legacy value to the astronomy community.

Level 1 and 2 data reduction and quality control will be performed with the support of VDFS. Pushing to faint
galaxies and high-redshifts with VEILS will require accurate and careful sky subtraction. As was the case for
VIDEO, more precise and survey-specific frame-stacking will also be carried out and led by Jarvis. We plan
to have these data products distributed via the ESO Phase 3 process and archive facility as well as CDS and
WFAU. Beyond this, we plan to utilise easy-access database services providing postage stamps and/or movies
of specific objects.

A particular challenge is the collection of light curves from our transient science cases. For the SNe, these will
be produced via di↵erence imaging: the subtraction of a deep reference image with no SN light from a science

1http://www.naoj.org/Projects/HSC/surveyplan.html
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image containing the SN of interest. Photometry (usually PSF-fitting) is then carried out on the di↵erence
imaging to measure the SN fluxes. We will also combine these J and KS-band SN light curves with equivalent
optical griz data from DES, and include the multi-band light curves as part of our VEILS data products. Note
that the SN light curves require at least two years to generate, as the deep reference image must be obtained;
this can only be done once the SN light has faded, which usually takes around one year from explosion. For the
AGN, the light curves are produced from individual epochs after host galaxy subtraction: we use the stacked,
deep images to produce a 2D model for the AGN host galaxy by decomposing the image into galaxy and point
source using standard techniques. The model galaxy will then be subtracted from each individual epoch and
aperture photometry will be used to extract the final AGN flux. These will form the standard set of AGN light
curves. We will also combine these with the DES griz data to further decompose the light curves into dust
and accretion disk contributions to obtain a highly processed data product that will be needed for the AGN
cosmology science case. Similarly to the SNe science case, we will first have to secure the deep galaxy images to
be able to decompose AGN and host galaxy, which will take approximately one year of observing. Therefore,
the release of light curves will be done in two steps: an intermediate data release after two years and a final
release after the project is finished.

As a timeline, we plan on data reduction and release as follows:

Year 1 Oct 2016 - Feb 2017 Period 98 data being taken
Apr 2017 - Sept 2017 Period 98 data processing (Level 1)
Jun 2017 - Sept 2017 Period 99 data being taken

Year 2 Oct 2017 - Feb 2018 Period 100 data being taken
Oct 2017 - Mar 2018 Period 99 data processing (Level 1)
Apr 2018 - Sept 2018 Period 100 data processing (Level 1)

Period 98 & 99 data processing (Level 2 & 3) and QCa

Jun 2018 - Sept 2018 Period 101 data being taken
Oct 2018 VEILS DR1 - Year 1 Data (P98-P99) - Level 1, 2 and 3a

Year 3 Oct 2018 - Feb 2019 Period 102 data being taken
Oct 2018 - Mar 2019 Period 101 data processing (Level 1)
Oct 2018 - Sept 2019 Period 100 & 101 data processing (Level 2 & 3) and QC

Period 102 data processing (Level 1)
Summer 2019 VEILS DR2 - Year 1 & 2 Data (P98-P101) - Level 1, 2 and 3ab

Jun 2019 - Sept 2019 Period 103 data being taken
Dec 2019 - Mar 2020 Period 103 data processing (Level 1)
Apr 2020 - Jun 2020 Period 102 & 103 data processing (Level 2 & 3) and QC

Oct 2020 VEILS Final Data Release
(a) Stacking of ES1 field can begin before other two fields.

Should a fourth observing season be available, the timeline would be adjusted accordingly.

6.5 Legacy Value:

The VEILS fields represent the next generation of multi-wavelength “cosmic windows” which will probe structure
formation, galaxy evolution, and black hole growth from the local to high-redshift universe on impressive scales
of ⇠ 20-30 deg2. The amount of in-hand or planned multi-wavelength imaging and spectroscopy in these fields
is impressive, and when combined with the proposed NIR imaging from VISTA represent a golden opportunity
to provide a multi-wavelength survey to the community with a long-term legacy value. As shown in Fig. 5,
these fields will be imaged continuously over 5 years as part of the Dark Energy Survey (iAB < 26.3�27.4), the
HyperSuprimeCam Survey (iAB < 26.8�27.4), and eventually the LSST, making them the largest investment in
deep optical imaging on multi-degree scales ever performed. To take maximum advantage of this investment, the
fields have been awarded 1900 hrs of observations with Spitzer as part of the DeepDrill Survey (PI: Lacy) which
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is the deepest wide-area imaging survey done by Spitzer. The fields have also been mapped by Herschel from
70µm-500µm (PI:Oliver), have approved coverage in the radio as part of the MeerKAT MIGHTEE (PI:Jarvis)
and LADUMA (co-PI:Baker) surveys, which begin this year. There is also significant X-ray coverage in these
fields. Approximately half of the area is covered by the VIDEO survey, and with a relatively modest investment
from VISTA via VEILS we have an opportunity to complete full multi-wavelength coverage of these fields from
the X-ray, through the optical, NIR, sub-mm, and radio on scales ⇠ 20 deg2. This will undoubtedly provide
the astronomical community with a legacy dataset for extragalactic science that will be unsurpassed for several
decades.

Our team includes representatives from all of these large surveys and we are therefore uniquely positioned to
facilitate the production of combined, multi-wavelength datasets in these fields. In particular, within the DES
optical survey the PI Banerji currently leads the Galaxy Evolution Science Working Group (SWG) together
with co-I Hartley, McMahon co-leads the DES AGN SWG, Romer co-leads the DES Cluster SWG, and Sullivan
and Smith are the spectroscopic followup marshalls in the DES Supernova SWG. Our team also includes the
DeepDrill PI Lacy. We note that the DES data releases are currently scheduled for 2017-2018 (in time for the
first VEILS data release) and 2020 (in time for the final VEILS data release) - see attached letter. The first
HSC data release is scheduled for 2017 and the Spitzer DeepDrill data is also expected to be publicly available
in 2017. Hence we expect that significant amounts of ancillary data in these fields will also be publicly available
to the community by the time of the first VEILS data release.

From the transient perspective, we will significantly increase the database of standard candles at 0 < z < 1.2
from currently 740 (JLA SNe; Betoule et al. 2014) to 1600 (JLA SNe + VEILS SNe + VEILS AGN dust
lags). We will provide the only large database of high-z SN Ia optical and IR light curves, which will prove
invaluable in the planning of future missions such as Euclid and WFIRST. Moreover, we will provide a new and
independent standard candle and cross-calibrate it against SNe. This will facilitate future high-z cosmological
studies using AGN (e.g. OzDES; King et al. 2015) that reach out to z ⇠ 6. Finally, our data will provide the
first systematic assessment of the extragalactic transient sky in the near-IR.

6.6 General schedule of the project: (1 page)

T0: Start of survey observations
T0+12 months: Spitzer DeepDrill Data Release
T0+12 months: HSC Public Data Release 1 (DR1)
T0+18 months: DES Public Data Release (DR1)
T0+24 months: VEILS Data Release 1 (DR1) including single-epoch and co-add images from Year 1 and J and
KS band static source catalogues.
T0+32 months: VEILS Data Release 2 (DR2) including release of transient light curves. Images from both the
first and second year of observations are required for di↵erence imaging and light-curve generation. Therefore
this data release is scheduled after the first two years of data taking.
T0+42 months: DES Final Data Release
T0+48 months: Final VEILS Data Release

Much of the Herschel, X-ray and spectroscopic data in these fields is already public. By the time of the final
VEILS data release we anticipate significant amounts of data from DES, HSC, Spitzer DeepDrill and MeerKAT
MIGHTEE also being publicly available and some of these surveys are likely to have had their final data releases.
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7 Envisaged follow-up: (1 page)

The VEILS fields represent the definitive high-redshift “cosmic windows” for multi-wavelength wide-field surveys
and are therefore prime targets for follow-up. In addition, the discovery space opened up by our new IR transient
survey means there is the possibility of identifying previously unknown IR transients which may require multi-
wavelength photometric as well as spectroscopic follow-up.

Spectroscopy: Spectroscopic follow-up over these wide-fields has already begun - e.g. as part of VVDS, VUDS
and the 5 year OzDES spectroscopic survey ongoing at the AAT led by co-I Lidman. OzDES is a 100-night
spectroscopic survey in the DES deep-fields using the 2dF fibre positioner and AAOmega spectrograph on the
4-m AAT and therefore completely overlaps the VEILS footprint. It runs concurrently with the DES imaging
survey and has recently been approved to carry on into 2018. Given the SN program ongoing as part of OzDES,
it could be used to spectroscopically confirm all SNe with DES+VISTA light curves. Once OzDES is finished,
spectroscopic follow-up of SNe could be carried out using the VLT or NTT/EFOSC2. In addition, we will
probably request a small number of nights to spectroscopically confirm any new variability-identified AGN to
obtain precise redshifts.

The transients detected through DES and observed with VEILS could also be spectroscopically confirmed using
ongoing DES allocations, including at VLT (PI: Sullivan). All SNe Ia at z < 0.6 in the VEILS footprint will be
prioritised for confirmation by DES.

Upcoming ESO wide-field spectroscopic surveys such as MOONS (PI:Cirasuolo, PS:Maiolino) and 4MOST (Ex-
tragalactic PS: McMahon; AGN Survey PI: Merloni; WAVES Ultra-Deep Survey PS: Jarvis) are also expected
to target these fields. The luminous high-redshift galaxies and quasars discovered by VEILS at z > 6 will also
be ideally suited for E-ELT observations.

Deep Optical Surveys: The VEILS fields are also the LSST deep-drilling fields and LSST will probe ⇠1 mag
deeper than current optical surveys like DES and HSC in these regions.

Submm/mm Follow-up: The massive high-redshift galaxies discovered by VEILS will also be prime targets
for ALMA, which will allow their dust emission and molecular gas content to be explored.

References: •Andreon et al. 2014, A&A, 565, 120 •Banerji et al. 2015, MNRAS, 447, 3368 •Barone-Nugent et al.
2012, MNRAS 425, 1007 •Betoule et al. 2014, A&A 58, 22 •Bernstein et al. 2012, ApJ, 753, 152 •Boldt et al. 2014,
PASP 126, 324 •Bowler et al. 2014, MNRAS, 440, 2810 •Bowler et al. 2015, MNRAS, 452, 1817 •Becker et al. 2015,
MNRAS, 447, 3402 •Betoule et al. 2014, A&A 568, 22 •Chardin et al. 2015, MNRAS, 453, 2953 •Efstathiou 2014,
MNRAS, 440, 1138 •Friedman et al. 2015, ApJS 220, 9 •Freedman et al. 2009, ApJ 704, 1036 •Hoenig 2014, ApJL,
784, 4 •Hoenig et al. 2014, Nature, 515, 528 •Kasen 2006, ApJ 649, 939 • Kashikawa et al. 2015, ApJ, 798, 28 •Kesler
et al. 2015, AJ 150, 172 •King et al. 2014, MNRAS, 441, 3454 •King et al. 2015, MNRAS, 453, 1701 •Kishimoto et al.
2007, A&A, 476, 713 •Koshida et al. 2014, ApJ, 788, 159 •Madau & Haardt, arXiv:1507.07678 •Maddox et al. 2012,
MNRAS, 424, 2876 •Mandel et al. 2009, ApJ 704, 629 •Mandel et al. 2011, ApJ 731, 120 • Planck Collaboration XIII
2015, arXiv:1502.01589 • Riess et al. 2011, ApJ, 730, 119 • Robertson et al. 2015, ApJ, 802, L19 •Suganuma et al.
2006, ApJ, 639, 46 •Tanvir et al. 2013, Nature 500, 547 •Venemans et al. 2013, ApJ, 779, 24 •Willott et al. 2010, AJ,
139, 906

8 Other remarks, if any: (1 page)
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To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing in support of the VISTA Extragalactic Legacy Infrared Survey (VEILS) proposal that will 
request deep JK imaging in deep drilling fields that are also being targeted by DES, LSST, and Spitzer and 
that contain multiwavelength legacy data from other surveys as well. The scientific benefits of the 
combined VISTA, DES, and other data will be remarkable. 

The international Dark Energy Survey (DES) collaboration comprises approximately 130 senior scientists 
(plus students and postdocs) from the U.S., UK, Spain, Brazil, Germany, and Switzerland. This 
collaboration built the Dark Energy Camera, a 570-megapixel CCD imager and associated corrector that is 
now deployed at the prime focus of the Blanco 4-m telescope at CTIO, and is using it to carry out a wide-
area survey, plus a time-domain survey in 10 3-sq deg fields over 525 nights. DES has completed two of 
its five observing seasons and is now in its third season. VEILS would partially overlap the DES time-
domain fields, which are being targeted every 6 nights in griz. To date, the cumulative exposure times in 
the 8 DES ‘shallow’ time-domain fields are roughly 5000 sec in gri and 15,000 sec in z. For the 2 deep 
fields, we already have over 20,000 sec of griz imaging in good conditions. These numbers are cumulative 
for the first 2 DES seasons. We will pursue the same strategy for the remaining 3 seasons of the survey, 
yielding extremely deep imaging in good seeing conditions in these fields. In addition, we are planning to 
obtain u and Y band imaging in the time-domain fields this year, so the optical data will encompass grizY. 

The DES data products are all being made public. Raw images are public 12 months after they are taken. 
Reduced, calibrated images processed by our data management pipeline are being released on a similar 
timescale. In addition, we are planning two formal releases of co-add images and catalogs, one based on 
the first 2 years of  DES data, with an estimated release in the 2017-18 time frame, and one based on the 
full five-year data set, with estimated release in the 2020 time frame. 

I believe VEILS can make major contributions to a number of important topics in astronomy and would 
look forward to a collaboration between DES and VEILS to exciting, world-class science out of these 4-
meter telescopes. 

Yours Sincerely, 



 2 

 

Joshua A. Frieman 
Director of the Dark Energy Survey 
Fermilab Center for Particle Astrophysics 
 
Professor of Astronomy & Astrophysics  
Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics 
The University of Chicago 
 
Cc: Manda Banerji 
 


